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ABSTRACT

In the paper the possibility for a fourth teat of general relativity
(i.e. relatlvlstic time delay) in Earth's gravitational field is discussed.
The effects of Earth's gravitational field on an Interferometer and a resonant
cavity are calculated by means of both two definitions of physical length.
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In 1964, Shapiro proposed the fourth test of general

relat iv i ty . That i s the radar time delay in Sun'a gravitational

f ie ld . A number of experiments have bean performed to measure

the relativiatlc effects in the solar aya tern. The results are

in agreement with the predictions of general relat ivity. In a
C21recent paper wa pointed^> out that the radar time delay

depends on definition of physical length. It i s the round-trip

radar travel tiae that w^ measured in the experiments.

However, the time does not depend on definition of length, There-

fore, the time delay was not determined in these experiments.

In this paper we consider the possibil i ty of observing the rela-

t i v i s t i c affects in round-trip light travel time in Earth'9 gra-

vitational field by means of an interferometer and a resonant

cavity 1 3 3 .

Firstly, we discuss a case in which one arm of inter-

ferometer i s located in the Earth'3 radial direction as shown

in Pig. 1.

Fig. 1. An interferometer, r and R are the standard
coordinates, f and F the isotropic ones. Point 0 i s
the Earth'3 canter. AB and AC are two arms of the
interferometer. R(or P) i s Earth's radius.
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Now we calculate the possible fringe shift when the inter-

ferometer i s rotated through 90 . It i s clear that the shift la

determined by change of difference of proper-time interval A t =

i ^ i y - ^TAJVX wt ien the interferometer i s rotated through 90*»

where A~C^cA ***& ^""iAMdenote the proper-time intervals taken bj

light to travel along the path ACA and ABA, respectively. The

Schvarzachild line element in the standard coordinate i s

(D

In the case that light travels along Barth'a radial direction we

have

o. (2)

Integrating formula (2) we obtain the coordinate-time interval

taken by light to travel along the path ACA aa follows(to the

first-order in m)

tar
(3a)

Similarly in the isotropio coordinate

To calculate the coordinate-time Interval taken by light to
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travel along the path ABA we write the light-ray trajectory to

first-order in * in the following

J, - (4)

where the angle <f> i s shown la Fig. 1. In this case the eq.( i )

become s

(5)

Using (4) amd integrating (5) te the firat-erder in a, we ob-

tain the coordinate-time interval in the standard coordinate

(6a)

Substituting the relation r S f ( 1 +y) into (6a), we have

that in the iaotrepio coordinate

(6b)

Row we consider two definition* of length which are called

the coordinate length and the proper length, respectively, they are
defined as

and

(7a)

(7b)
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respectively, Integrating (7a) and (7b) fro« 1 t i C, w have

(te the first-order in i )

in the standard coordinate we have

he - ^

nl»

Af

(in the standard coordinate) (8a)

(in the iaotropio coordinate) (Bb)

(in the standard coordinate) (8c)

(in the lsetropie coordinate) (6d)

Using (4) and integrating (7a) and (7b) fr*» 1 t i B, w then obtain

the length* of the path AB in the standard coordinate aa follows

and

Siallarl/ in the laotrepio coordinate we have

and

(9a)

(9b)

(9c)

(94)

(10a)

(10b)

iU."

and in the isotropio coordinate they are

(loa)

(11a)

(11b)

(lie)

(lid)

Using (8) and (9)» we can rewrite (3) as follows:
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condition in a cavity

Pinally we calculate the difference of proper-time Interval

-«|and , we calculate tha first-orders in -i- and •£- .

1. The definition of coordinate length (7a) is considered,

(a) In the standard coordinate, fr»n (iOa,c) we have

(b) In the i s o t r o p l o coordinate, using (I1a ,c) we get

2. The definitien of proper length (7b) ia considered.

(a) In the standard coordinate, from (lOb.d)

^ ^ * ~ A^ACA ~* ̂ f l A ° •

(b) la the iaetrepic coordinate, from (lOap)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

Ve oan see from (12)— (15) that to the first-orders in m,-^and4-

bnly in the case |(a) the fringe shift will occur when the inter-

ferometer is rotated through 90*.Prom (12) the shift is

(16 )

where K i s the gravitatienal constant, M the Earth's mass, R the

Earth's radius, X the arm length of the interferometer and A the

wave length of light. If we choose J «= 1 neter and A - 1 f* • t h e "

the shift i s n - 2.8 x 10"'.

Mow we consider the case in which the interferometer shown

in Pig.1 is exchanged for two resonant cavities. The resonanoe

(17)

where 0 ia frequency of light la the point A shown in Pig.1, dfis

the proper-time Interval taken by light t» travel from A to B(or C)

and then baok to A, V a positive integral number. Using (13) we

obtain the relative beat frequency between resonant ones in the

cavities AB and AC ia —.— * —<** ~- ̂  = —s- Q* fx/C.

When the apparatus is rotated through 90* the expected ch;>ngG of the

relative beat is 1.4x10"^. However, in other cases i(b), 2(a) and

2(b) no ohange of relative beat occur.
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